
Afrikhan Cattery
Lorre Smith
3035 CR 255

Georgetown, TX 78633
512-657-2352

www.afrikhan.net                       lorre@afrikhan.net
The "BUYER" below agrees to purchase this kitten or cat under the terms and conditions in the body of the contract.

Buyer:  ___________________________________

Date:   ___________________________________ Date: 12/16/2008

Seller:  ________________________________

Jim Smith
3035 CR 255

Georgetown TX 78633
512-658-7265Ph: Ph 2: 512-658-7265

Email: bengalsjim@gmail.com

,

Reg. Name:
Nickname:

Sire:
Queen:
Price:

Female 3/11/200Born:

Spotted Female 955ID #:

Afrikhan Locked N Loaded
Afrikhan Dalla

3500$ 3500Total Paid:  $  Due:  $ 0
This kitten or cat is sold as Breeder Quality

The Fine Print:  This Contract constitutes the entire agreement.  No verbal representation or other understood or misunderstood agreement apply.
The jurisdiction of this contract and all legal issues that may arise  is at the Seller's City, County or State.  If any factor in this contract is found 
to be invalid or not enforcable, all remaining factors still apply.

Responsibility of the Buyer:   You have purchased this kitten.  He is now yours.  The Buyer is responsible for all shipping fees unless other 
arrangements are made and noted in this contract.  The buyer is responsible for all Vet Bills.  Pre payments or partial payments ARE NOT 
REFUNDABLE.  They can, however, be applied to another kitten.  If this kitten dies or in some other fashion becomes unavailable, he will be 
replaced with a kitten of similar appearance and value when one is available that the buyer and seller can agree to.

It is the responsibility of the BUYER at the BUYER's expense to provide immediate veterinary care should the kitten show any sign of distress or
illness, and failure to do so will render this guarantee null and void.  Buyer is responsible for all veterniary bills.  The cat or kitten must be kept in a
satisfactory environment, and not exposed to conditions that are excessively hot, cold, or damp.  The cat or kitten should not be permitted to roam
outside unsupervised.

BUYER MUST BE SURE TO KEEP THE KITTEN FROM CONTACT WITH ANY OTHER CAT OR KITTEN THAT DOES NOT HAVE CURRENT 
IMMUNIZATIONS OR WHICH HAS NOT BEEN FOUND NEGATIVE FOR FELINE LEUKEMIA OR FELINE INFECTIOUS PERITONITIS.  IF 
THIS IS NOT DONE, THE KITTEN CANNOT BE RETURNED TO SELLER AND HEALTH GUARANTEES WILL NOT APPLY.  The cat or kitten 
should be kept from contact with other cats or kittens until the it is accertained that neither this kitten or the existing cats are contagious (usually
two weeks).

Responsibility of the Seller:  Cats and kittens come with their up to date immunizations and health certificates (if shipped) and are guaranteed to
be in good health at the time of the sale.  The buyer may take the kitten to a vet of his choice for up to seven days after the date of this contract 
for a thorough examination.  If the veterinarian discovers the kitten is not in good health as guaranteed, the BUYER must contact the SELLER 
immediately and the BUYER must provide the SELLER with a written  explanation from the BUYER'S veterinarian as to the illness or condition that
has been determined.  (We suggest that the kitten be kept in quarantine during this period of time, if not longer.) If the kitten cannot be cured, the
SELLER will replace the kitten with one of equal value as soon as a replacement kitten is available.

The Seller guarantee against congenital defects that may not be apparent in early life for the first year of the kitten's life.  Should the kitten die 
of a congenital deffect during its first year, it will be replaced with a kitten of comparable quality and valye when on is  available.

"Pet or Breeder"  If this cat or kitten is sold as "Pet Quality", then it must be neutered at the buyer's expense by the time it is 7 months old.  
Registration papers will be retained by the Seller until proof of neutering is delivered to the Seller.  The cat can not be permitted to produce 
kittens, and all paperwork will state "Not For Breeding."

If this cat or kitten is sold as "Breeder" or "Show" grade, then fertility is guaranteed.   The Buyer is only permitted to use a breeding male with 
females that he or she personally owns, and not offer the male for stud service (unless noted below).  If a female fails to conceive after being 
shipped to another cattery for breeding, that will not be considered grounds for her being infertile.  No cat will be deemed infertile untile multiple 
breedings have failed, and the cat is atleast two years old.

Whole male offspring cannot be sold as breeders...due to fertility issues.
Additional terms or notes regarding this sale:

Lorre Smith

Brown (Black) Spotted Tabby Female


